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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT         VII 

 

 

 
 

General Background Information  

In times past, Big Lake was mostly known as a weekend escape destination for Anchorage and 
other Southcentral Alaskan communities. Depending on the season, boats, jet skis, water skis 
and snow machines sprinkled the landscape. The economic center of the community was once 
local hotels and bars that catered to these visitors’ needs. Today, Big Lake is home to more 
retirees and year round residents. Many of the once-thriving lake front businesses have closed, 
and both summer and winter recreation use of the lake has diminished.  Some traditional access 
points have been closed, many new houses built, and recreation use has shifted to less 
developed, more outlying areas of the Borough. 

In addition to changes in recreation use, the number and character of people living and working 
in Big Lake has continued to evolve. Today, there is a more diverse and stable population of year 
round Big Lake residents. People who were once Big Lake weekenders have turned into year-
round residents, as older homeowners retire and settle down into houses that were once only 
used occasionally.  More people are living in Big Lake year round, and commuting to jobs in the 
surrounding area and Anchorage.   

There are a number of different options for the next chapter in Big Lake’s future. Options range 
from a quiet retirement community, to a rapidly growing residential, commercial, recreational 
and visitor center. Likewise the foundation for the future economic vitality of Big Lake is 
currently unknown. There are many economic development opportunities facing Big Lake and 
other Mat-Su communities. One major category is tied to large state-initiated transportation 
projects.  These include a proposed rail corridor connecting Mat-Su communities with Point 
MacKenzie, the Knik Arm Bridge and Road corridor project, the West Mat-Su Access project, 
and proposed expansion of the Parks Highway. These projects, coupled with large blocks of 
developable land and key recreation sources, put Big Lake in a unique position – the community 
has many options, and if it chooses, can greatly affect its future.  

To set the stage for the future, one must first grasp the current economic climate in Big Lake. As 
indicated in Table 11, although businesses have decreased in number, the community still has a 
range of established local businesses that support year round local residents, weekend 
recreational users and recreationists passing by and through Big Lake on the Parks Highway. 

We have potential to attract a lot of visitors, and more residents, but 
we’re not making the best use of what we’ve got here. There is a great 

opportunity in Big Lake for people to form businesses and make a 
success of themselves because of the community. ” 

“ 
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Consideration of all of these factors, past and present, puts the community in the position of 
discussing new options for who they are and what they want to be. The community is asking 
itself critical questions that will help shape economic development policy, and in turn, guide 
decisions on land use, roads, trails, and other public infrastructure.  

Considering the community’s strengths, weaknesses and opportunities, is Big Lake:  

• A sleepy retirement and second home community?  
• A bedroom community, with few local jobs, but good access to jobs in other 

communities?  
• An economic development hub, a new “gateway to Alaska,” with road and rail access 

from Port MacKenzie, and a growing base of commercial and industrial activity, 
supporting new jobs and a growing population?   

• An intense, 4 season Alaskan recreation playground?  Or even a destination for a 
growing number of out-of-state visitors? 

Decisions on a general direction for economic development affect many other components of 
this plan. For example, if the community wants to focus on attracting more recreationists, this 
translates into a need for an active effort to improve trails, lakefront parks, and other 
recreational resources. This also might imply that the community would put more effort into 
keeping the community visually attractive, for example, developing guidelines for signage or for 
the retention of vegetation along Big Lake Road. 
The next section of this chapter presents economic development goals and objectives that build 
from the ’96 plan but that also take into consideration the ideas of Big Lake community 
members that have contributed to this update. As has become evident in the planning process, 
decisions that shape economic development goals are central to the overall direction and value 
of the comprehensive plan. Decisions on economic development goals and strategies speak to 
issues at the heart of the community, its identity and future.  

In the 1996 Big Lake Comprehensive Plan, the economic development goal and all associated 
recommendations were tourism related. More specifically, the community was focused on 
recognizing and taking advantage of Big Lake’s range of year round economic development 
activities and opportunities. To date, there has been some progress on goals and 
recommendations outlined in the ’96 plan. They include the following: 

• Working with the State and Borough to maintain and upgrade existing regional parks 
within the Big Lake Community Council boundaries.  

• A Mat-Su Borough-operated day parking area has been established on the shoreline of 
Big Lake adjacent to the Sailing Club at MP 9.5 on South Big Lake Road.  

The Big Lake Planning Team has recognized the importance of the implementation of these 
recommendations as well as those recommendations for which there has been little or no 
progress to date. All are still important to the overall economic vitality of Big Lake.  

Most economic development goals and recommendations represented in this chapter are linked 
to other issues addressed in other chapters of this report. For example, recommendations 
regarding the natural environment are included here and in the land use chapter. This chapter 
represents the consolidation of all desired planning policies that tie into the economic vitality of 
Big Lake.  
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TYPE OF BUSINESS NAME OF BUSINESS ISSUES/NOTES/NEEDS 

Accommodations ● Alaska Echo Lake Bed & 
Breakfast 

● Big Lake Motel/The Hanger 
● Sunset View Resort  

● Hanger –  Located on South Big Lake Road near airport 
● Sunset – Located on Big Lake, hosts many weddings & 

events 
     

Aviation Businesses ● AMTS  
● J &M 
● Northern Pioneer Helicopters 
● Bedrock Aviation 
● Water’s Aviation  

● Full service airplane rebuilding  
● Aircraft repair service  
● Helicopter service  
● Aircraft Aviation & Painting  
● Aircraft rebuilding 

Banks ● Matanuska Valley Credit 
Union  

 

Barber Shops + 
Hairdressers 

● Big Lake Barbers 
● Clip & Curl 
● Nell’s Salon 

● Clip & Curl-East Lake Mall,  
● Nell’s South Big Lake Rd 

Boat/Motor Sports Sales ● Big Lake Cat House 
● Big Lake Power Sports + 

Marine 
● Xtreme Marine + Sports 

 

Building Supplies ● Spenard Builders Supply  

Construction & 
Snowplowing 

● AtoZ Construction 
● Beech Construction 
● Jolt Construction 
● McGhan Construction + 

Storage 
● Woody Works 
● Ironfree Water of Alaska 
● Finsihed Works  

● Many small companies 

Electrical Contractor ● Electric Doctor  

Entertainment ● R & R Productions   

Fitness + Health ● Curves 
● Sheshindo Martial Arts 

 

Fuel Facilities + Delivery ● Big Lake Super Store 
(Tesoro) 

● Fisher’s Fuel  

● Gas, some groceries  

Gifts (Bridal)  ● Donna’s Corner  

Table 11. Big Lake Businesses Matrix  
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Gravel Sales ● Hollywood Sand + Gravel  

Greenhouses ● Lakesway Greenhouse 
● McGuire’s Greenhouse 

 

Grocery + General Supplies 
Stores 

● Steve’s Food Boy  ● Anchor store of East Lake Mall – full service grocery, 
meat, produce, bakery, floral 

Helicopter Services ● Northern Pioneer Helicopters  

Insurance ● Integra Insurance Services  

Laundromats  
 
 

● Doc Rockers 
● Bob’s Mini Mart 

● Doc Rocker’s-built in 2007  
● Bob’s-Laundry and some groceries 

Liquor Stores ● Big Lake Liquor 
● Big Lake Moonshine Shop 

 

Lodging Association  ● Alaska’s Mat-Su B & B 
Association 

 

Original Art ● Trail Doc in Alaska   

Outdoor Safety ● North American Outdoor 
Institute 

 

Phone Advertising ● PDC – Phone Directories 
Company 

 

Plastering ● Northwest Plastering & Stone  

Radio Stations ● KMBQ Radio Broadcast 
Company 

 

Railroad ● Alaska Railroad Corporation  

Realtors ● Apollo, Inc.  
● Century 21 North Homes Big 

Lake 
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Restaurants & Bars ● Kathy’s Restaurant  
● Hanger Lounge 
● Islander Lounge  
● R & R 
● Robin Jeffery 
● Kathy Connaker 

● Kathy’s – Full restaurant, banquet/meeting room   
● Hanger-full bar, restaurant, banquet/meeting rooms        
● R&R-cafe    
● Robin’s – bar    
● Islander – Located on Long Island in Big Lake is 

seasonal 
Marinas ● Burkshore Marina 

● Dave’s Marina 
● Southport Marina 

● All on Big Lake 

Safety/Security  ● Guardian Security System 
● Valley Protection & 

Investigation 

 

Screen Printing ● Imprinting Professional 
Products 

 

Self Storage ● Big Lake Self Storage  

Tavern  ● Robin’s Landing  

Video Rentals ● Neighborhood Video ● Eastlake Mall 

Water Wells ● Ace Water Well Drilling 
● Gielarowski Pump & Well 

Service 

 

Web Design ● Alaska Web Design 
● Dream Weavers World 

Technologies 
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Economic Development Priority Goals 

1. Keep the natural environment clean and green. 

2. Improve access to area lakes.   

3. Advocate for improved public facilities and services that support tourism and economic 
development activities.   

4. Market Big Lake – Attract visitors to our community. 

5. Create an attractive town center. 

6. Capitalize on airport as center for economic activity. 

7. Develop commercial lands around certain business/industry types. 

8. Support economic growth and decrease overall dependence on outside funding. 

9. Build Local Capacity. 

 

GOAL 1: Keep the Natural Environment Clean and Green 

It is arguable that Big Lake’s most important economic resource is its natural setting – its lakes, 
streams, views and open space. These are the features that attract and hold many year round and 
seasonal residents, as well as short term visitors. The community has identified several strategies 
that will both maintain the natural character of the Big Lake region while enhancing the 
economic vitality of the community. These include the following:  
Strategy 1: Establish a Big Lake Volunteer Committee  
 
Strategy 2: Organize cleanup efforts, organizations and groups  

• Increase opportunities for clean-up efforts (once or twice a year)  
 

Strategy 3: Obtain more trash receptacles for high use areas  
• Work with local park manager to erect more signs at lake access areas that clearly 

state fines for littering at recreational sites  
 

Strategy 4: Create and/or enforce existing laws preventing dumping of sewage, trash, 
liquids and pollutants 
 
Strategy 5: Create new business ventures that address environmental issues  
 
See more on this topic in the Land Use Chapter  
 
GOAL 2: Improve Access to Area Lakes 

Improved lake access is one key part of the effort to expand recreational use of the Big Lake 
area, and in turn, to increase spending by out of town visitors at local businesses. The Parks, 
Recreation & Open Space chapter provides detailed information on important issues and 
potential strategies for improving access to area lakes. In this chapter, the community has 
identified several strategies for enhancing the visibility, operations and use of recreational sites in 
the area as a means for drawing more local and out of town visitors to local businesses.  
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Strategy 1: Keep parks open year round, find ways to maintain (volunteers) if needed  
 
Strategy 2: Enforce right-of-way and easements to fully utilize existing access points  
 
Strategy 3: Create an online map with lake access points  
 
Strategy 4: Develop clear options for motorized and non-motorized activities from Big 
Lake to other lakes in the area  
 
Strategy 5: Utilize the Big Lake trail system map  

• Post different activity/trail options to the Big Lake Chamber of Commerce website   
 

 
 

GOAL 3: Advocate for Improved Public Facilities and Services that Support 
Tourism and Economic Development Activities. 

In addition to goals and strategies outlined in Chapter IV for improving public facilities and 
services for Big Lake, the community recommends the following strategies that will not only 
improve the quality of the area’s recreational opportunities for visitors and local residents, but 
will also support an infrastructure for current and future tourism development in the 
community.   
Strategy 1: Build a Big Lake Community Center  

• Research and choose site 
• Review community facilities inventory for potential use of existing structure  
• Establish Community Center Committee  
• Develop business plan for community center project  

 
Strategy 2: The State and Borough, with input from Big Lake community, should plan and 
implement a comprehensive interpretive and directional recreational signage program 
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for the Big Lake area. This program should include signs for all public facilities in and 
around the community (i.e. different access points/recreational sites).    
 
Strategy 3: Improve recreational sites  

• Develop local government and law-enforcement body (e.g. security contract or park 
rangers)  

• Create an RV dump site  
• Add value to existing sites by adding plug-ins  
 

See more on this topic in the Land Use Chapter and Public Facilities Chapter 
 

GOAL 4: Market Big Lake – Attract Visitors to Our Community  

One of the challenges for Big Lake residents has been defining what currently attracts visitors to 
Big Lake and what will increase visitor activity and add to the experience of recreating and 
exploring the Big Lake area. In other words, what does Big Lake have to offer visitors that other 
Alaskan communities do not have?  

Overall, the community is in agreement that Big Lake has a lot to offer visitors in the form of 
recreational activities that take advantage of the area’s natural landscape. Additionally, it is clear that 
the area is a recreating and visiting place for many Southcentral Alaskans and weekend visitors. To 
this end, the community recognizes the need for a multi-entity approach to marketing an improved 
image of Big Lake. At the same time, community members want to respect the desire of some 
community members to maintain the privacy and quiet some residents have sought and found in 
Big Lake.  

Recommended approaches for improving the community’s image, maintaining resident desires 
for privacy and quiet, increasing visitor activity and thereby increasing job opportunities and the 
economic health of Big Lake include:  
Strategy 1: Big Lake Community Council, Chamber of Commerce and other community 
members should identify what they want to market (i.e. those things that make Big Lake 
special) in preparation for the development of a regional marketing effort.  
 
Strategy 2: Big Lake Community Council and Big Lake Chamber of Commerce should 
work with the Mat-Su Convention and Visitors Bureau to develop a tourism plan for Big 
Lake and for assistance in marketing Big Lake’s recreational attractions. Two particular 
goals are to better define the visitor market (who they are, what they want) and then to 
identify what changes or improvements are needed to attract this target market.  
 
Other strategies that should happen independently at the local chamber level and in 
collaboration with the Mat-Su Convention and Visitors Bureau include:  
 
Strategy 3: Improve Big Lake Chamber of Commerce outreach and collaboration with 
other groups  
 
Strategy 4: Improve presence, visibility and use of Big Lake Chamber  
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Strategy 5: Identify all businesses and business owners in the community; develop 
business matrix (see Table 11 for draft matrix) 
 
Strategy 6: Develop an advertising theme and “brand” for Big Lake 
 
Strategy 7: Big Lake businesses should research new markets and merchants should 
consolidate advertizing efforts in multiple mass media markets 
 
Strategy 8: Develop list of business marketing tools (i.e. printed collateral, television, 
radio, directories)  

• Milepost  
• ATIA Directory  
• AMBIT e-commerce 
• Sponsor leagues and sport teams to represent Big Lake  
• Research possibility of Big Lake as retreat community  
• Share event calendar with other chambers of commerce and community 

organizations 
 

Strategy 9: Organize and better promote current and future community (Big-Lake 
branded) events (e.g. Chili Cook-Off, Garden Club)  
 
Strategy 10: Improve signage on entrance to Big 
Lake off of the Parks Highway. Currently, there is 
a DOT sign on the Parks Highway, but there is no 
additional signage that interests/welcomes 
visitors. There should be better signage on the 
highway and at the beginning of the community 
(Mile X on Big Lake Road). 
 
Strategy 11: Increase visibility and accessibility 
to lake system for general visitor base 
 
GOAL 5: Create an Attractive Town Center 

Overall, the community of Big Lake hopes to encourage continued operation and success of all 
businesses in Big Lake. Additionally, the community would like to take actions to encourage 
development of a more diverse and attractive town center in the current area of “downtown” 
Big Lake. Ultimately, this area would include a mix of businesses that cater to local residents and 
visitor-related business. As described in the chapter on land use, the goal for the town center is 
to create a cluster of shops, restaurants, public facilities and recreation activities in a 
concentrated, walkable area.  This environment would encourage more spending by local 
residents in Big Lake, and would give visitors more reasons to spend time (and money) in the 
community. Potential strategies for addressing these desires are outlined in the Land Use 
chapter. Several additional ideas are added below:  
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Strategy 1: Identify Big Lake’s Town Center (please see Land Use chapter, pg. 11 for 
proposed town center area)  
 
Strategy 2: Define the character of “Downtown Big Lake”  
 
Strategy 3: Identify challenges and opportunities for businesses in the town center  
 
Strategy 4: Survey community members and visitors to asses market need and potential 
for new businesses 
 
Strategy 5: Develop strategy for attracting investors in local businesses  
 
Strategy 6: Develop art fair/open market  
 
Strategy 7: Work with local businesses and property owners to follow development 
standards for the Big Lake Town Center as outlined in the Land Use chapter.  
 
See more on this topic in the Land Use Chapter  
 

GOAL 6: Capitalize on Airport as Center for Economic Activity 

Currently there are several small businesses at the airport including plane maintenance and 
restoration businesses. However, the relationship between the community and the airport has 
never been clearly defined and the relationship has been described as occasionally awkward.  
 
Over the last few years, there has been more 
development at the Big Lake Airport than any 
where else in the community. In the Rural 
Aviation Safety Plan, there is a big push for a 
dedicated float plane base in the Mat-Su 
Borough. During the 1996 comprehensive 
planning process, community members 
identified the expansion of the Big Lake Airport 
into the regional airport a priority. Since then, 
the borough has looked at other facilities and 
traffic patterns and has determined that Big 
Lake is not a desirable location for a regional airport. Additionally, community members no 
longer see themselves as a central regional supply center, therefore the 1996 goal does not mesh 
with the community’s current goal to diversify its economy.  
 
The development of a float plane base at the lake south of Big Lake and the future of other 
infrastructure projects in the region will affect the impact of the airport on commerce in the 
community. Community members feel that the airport as it currently exists should be more 
directly tied to economic activities in Big Lake. 
 
In addition to development at the airport, individuals in the community are building personal 
hangars adjacent to their residences throughout Southcentral Alaska. For example, there are 
some developments where condominiums on lakes are built with float-plan slips. This is 
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currently not a possibility at Big Lake. Possible strategies for taking advantage of the locality and 
potential economic benefits of the airport include:  
 
Strategy 1: Inventory airport businesses, services and key contacts  

• Recruit a business owner, or other representative of the airport to participate in 
chamber meetings and other gatherings of local businesses 

 
Strategy 2: Inventory community aviation needs (e.g. residential, small and large-scale 
commercial, tourism) and compare to local aviation capacity.   

• There is a difference between a 50-float plane airport and 1500-float plane airport. 
With a larger magnitude, more businesses may be willing to locate near airport.  

 
Strategy 3: Improve airport equipment and management  
 
Strategy 4: Lobby for runway improvements  
 
Strategy 5: Clean-up airport ground and improve area landscaping; beautify the airport 
to create a community friendly and attractive site for locals and visitors  

• Erect some kind of greeting/“Welcome to Big Lake Sign”  
 
Strategy 6: Implement airport shuttle  
 
GOAL 7: Develop Commercial Lands around Certain Business/Industry Types 

If the railroad and through highways currently being discussed for Big Lake eventually are built, 
the Big Lake area could become an attractive destination for expanded commercial and industrial 
development. In the Land Use and Transportation chapters the community has mapped out 
proposed land use guidelines and has outlined a set of development standards for each of the 
land use categories. The guidelines and standards will ensure that current and future businesses, 
both small and larger scale, are developed in a way that preserves the beauty and character of Big 
Lake.   

See more on this topic, including specific land use guidelines and development standards, in the Land Use Chapter 
and Transportation Chapter  
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GOAL 8: Support Economic Growth and Decrease Overall Dependence on Outside 
Funding 

The community recognizes the need for more Big Lake public facilities and services that cannot 
all be supported by outside funding. One route to this goal would be to encourage more local 
growth and to then find a way to funnel more of the tax revenues from these activities back into 
community needs. Currently, there are an estimated 150 full-time jobs in Big Lake. These are 
mostly in the construction, fuel and mechanical sectors. Most year-round residents work in 
Anchorage, Palmer, Wasilla or on the North Slope. Successful and sustained expansion of the 
private sector in the community could also set the stage for improvements in Big Lake public 
services, such as upgrades to the school, improved trails and recreation facilities, and improved 
road maintenance. Potential strategies for addressing Big Lake’s need for economic diversity and 
independence follow:  
 
Strategy 1: Develop a comprehensive business plan – for business recruitment and to 
increase job opportunities.  

• Plan for diverse economy that doesn’t have dependence on one sector  
• Telecommuters – IT, engineers, accountants 

• Medical facilities  

• Retreat facilities  
Strategy 2: Plan for infrastructure that will support different job opportunities  
 
Strategy 3: Take advantage of job opportunities that arise from Borough development 
projects. For example, proposed new prison will have 1,000-2,000 prisoners with no 
facilities for guards. Big Lake could be home to guards and other prison staff.  
 
Strategy 4: Establish local improvement districts, e.g., for trails and parks and/or for 
roads, so new businesses help to pay for needed public services and facilities 
 
See more on this topic in the Implementation Chapter  

 
GOAL 9: Build Local Capacity  

The success of current and future economic development endeavors in Big Lake relies in part on 
the ability of the community to grow and maintain a trained and dedicated workforce. To do 
this, Big Lake must invest time and resources in the community and surrounding area schools, 
libraries and training programs that prepare current and future workers. The community has 
developed several strategies that will help address these concerns and will better prepare 
community members for current and future job opportunities. They are as follows:  
 
Strategy 1: Support efforts to build Community Center (See more on this topic in the Public 
Facilities Chapter) 
 
Strategy 2: Work with the Mat-Su Borough, Mat-Su School District and other entities to 
create after school and after hours education and recreational programs for youth and 
adults  
 
Strategy 3: Support efforts to make capital improvements to Big Lake Elementary School   
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Strategy 4: Develop strategy, marketing tool, and incentives for recruiting parents to the 
Parent Teach Association   
 
Strategy 5: Work with school leadership to maintain access to school for community 
events; develop memorandum of agreement between Big Lake Elementary School and 
Big Lake Community Council that outlines nature of collaborative relationship, details 
overall goals of collaborative efforts and describes benefits of a partnership to school 
and community 

• Utilize ball fields and unused portions of land at school  
• Develop Big Lake Athletic Association (See more on this topic in the Parks, Recreation & 

Open Space Chapter) 
 

Strategy 6: Support community efforts to bring full-time representation from Job Corps 
to the community; this person could potentially be housed at the new community center  
 
Strategy7: Support our library and local fire station and increase volunteerism  
 


